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3 top Scandinavian
brands that are perfect for
a 2020 interior

Not sure where to start when

beginning a new year in interior

design? According to Dezeen,

2020’s going to be all about

sustainability, creativity, natural

materials and above all, simplicity.

That’s the idea, but how can you

make it happen in your own home?

Read on to get inspired by the next

three brands in Skandium’s ABC of

Scandinavian design.

N is for Nuura’s
creative lighting

Not only are Nuura’s designs

incredibly imaginative, but they
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capture the essence of light in its

simplest form. Take, for example,

Liila 1 Opal/Light Silver

Wall/Ceiling Lamp, whose

spherical glow is the ultimate in

creative simplicity. Blossi Floor

Lamp 23cm offers an even more

subdued effect, reminiscent of the

Nordic light it takes as inspiration.

For a design that honours nature,

look no further than Anoli 3

Pendant Lamp, whose shape echoes

the tranquillity of raindrops.

O is for Oliver
Furniture’s sustainable
design for kids

Sustainability is more than a trend.

It’s been a cornerstone of Oliver

Furniture’s ethos since its founding

in 2003. Introduce the little ones to

great design with the Seaside Junior

Bed 90x160cm (with conversion

kit): not only is it a timeless classic,

but with the conversion kit, it can

https://www.skandium.com/products/liila-1-opal-light-silver-wall-ceiling-lamp
https://www.skandium.com/products/blossi-floor-lamp-23cm
https://www.skandium.com/anoli-3-pendant-lamp
https://www.skandium.com/collections/childrens-furniture/products/seaside-junior-bed-90x160cm-with-conversion-kit
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adapt throughout a child’s

development. Oliver Furniture’s

Nursery dresser white/oak is a

stunning multifunctional piece made

from natural oak, which saves

parents from having to buy multiple

items. The new PingPong children's

Table honours simplicity and will

last long beyond childhood.

Natural materials from
PP Møbler

Family-owned joinery PP Møbler is

dedicated to the beauty of natural

wood. The lovingly crafted PP589

Bar bench is a seamless way to

bring nature into your home, with

its subtle design and its six

available wood finishes. For more

seating with a natural look,

discover the PP68 Chair, which

celebrates the strength of wood,

and incorporates natural paper

cord into the seat. Wood not your

thing but still looking for that touch

https://www.skandium.com/products/nursery-dresser-white-oak
https://www.skandium.com/products/pingpong-children-table
https://www.skandium.com/products/pp589-bar-bench
https://www.skandium.com/products/pp68-chair
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of nature? PP225 Flag Halyard

chair is constructed from stainless

steel and linen. The neck cushion

and sheepskin come included (all of

PP Møbler’s sheepskins come from

Iceland and are by-products of free-

range food production).

So whichever 2020 trend you want

to focus on in your home, Skandium

has you covered. This January,

bring your home into a new decade

with designs that are versatile and

sustainable in appearance and

construction. Visit the Skandium

online shop for the best that

Scandinavia has to offer, and show

us what’s new with you for 2020

on Instagram.

Subscribe to our Newsletter

https://www.skandium.com/products/pp225-flag-halyard-chair?variant=30109689806951
http://www.pp.dk/static/skind
https://www.skandium.com/
https://www.instagram.com/skandium_com/?hl=en
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